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WINTER 2013 

 

 

A MESSAGE FROM CHAMBER  

CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
PAUL GRIFFITHS 
 

Happy New Year and welcome to this Winter edition of the Northamptonshire Chamber of 

Commerce‟s MPs‟ Newsletter. 

 

This newsletter reports on the key concerns of Chamber Members in Northamptonshire.  It is 

intended to inform elected representatives about current business conditions and the views of 

business leaders, and to assist them in their policy making activities.  Published on a quarterly 

basis, it is also circulated to Head of BIS Local for the area and Local Authority Chief Executives 

and Leaders.  

 

In this issue:- 

 

 The latest local economic intelligence 

 International Trade – Overseas Business Network 

 International Trade – Prime Minister‟s Trade Mission to China 

 Autumn Statement Reaction 

 BCC Economic Forecast 

 Northamptonshire Business Barometer 

 

 

As the British Chambers of Commerce‟s (BCC) only accredited chamber in the county, 

Northamptonshire Chamber is keen to work with all elected representatives to influence policy 

formation and implementation to the benefit of the local economy and area.  We can provide 

local evidence and, occasionally, case studies to enable elected members to put forward 

informed interventions in committees, debates in the House of Commons and other elected 

assemblies. 

 

The Chamber is pleased to assist all elected members, therefore, should you require clarification 

or any further information, please contact myself on 01604 490 490 or at policy@northants-

chamber.co.uk. 

mailto:policy@northants-chamber.co.uk
mailto:policy@northants-chamber.co.uk


 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE 
 

Feedback from Northamptonshire Chamber members and 

statistical evidence from the Chamber‟s Quarterly Economic 

Survey (QES) for the fourth quarter of 2013 reveal a 

continuing upward trend for exporting by county firms and 

confirms that Northamptonshire businesses are recruiting 

again and continuing to show growing confidence in the local 

economy during the fourth quarter of 2013. 

 88% of manufacturers who responded to the survey 

reported their export sales had remained the same or 

increased during Q4 of 2013. 

 
 About three quarters of these said they had 

experienced increased export sales. 
 

 93% of those in the service sector reported an increase or level export sales over the last 
three months and an equivalent number reporting increased or level advance orders. 

 

 100% of respondents in the service sector said they expected their workforce to increase 
or stay the same over the next three months.   

 
 Only 3% of the manufacturing respondents had reduced their workforce in the fourth 

quarter with nearly one third expecting their workforce to increase over the coming three 

months. 
 

 Northamptonshire businesses in both sectors continue to show confidence in both 
turnover and profitability over the next 12 months. 

 98% (up from 95% prior quarter) of manufacturers expect turnover to improve or 

stay the same. 
 With the service sector 95% expect turnover and 90% expect profitability to 

improve or remain the same over the coming year. 
 

 

The Chamber‟s Quarterly Economic Review, which contains statistical evidence from the 

Chamber‟s QES, is attached for your reference. 

 

 

Please contact the Chamber should you wish to discuss the findings in more detail. 
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE – 

OVERSEAS BUSINESS 

NETWORK 
 

In November 2012 the Prime Minister announced plans to bring 
about transformational change in the support provided to UK 
businesses entering new export markets, beginning with a 

campaign to strengthen business networks in twenty high 
growth and emerging markets by 2017. 

 
Following this announcement, the Overseas Business Network (OBN) programme has been set 
up: a ground-breaking partnership between the British Chambers of Commerce (BCC), UK Trade 

& Investment (UKTI) and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) to facilitate a dynamic 
network of British Chambers of Commerce and Business Groups in key markets across the 

globe. Through a programme of capacity building, lead generation and quality accreditation, the 
shared mission is to provide practical, business-to-business advice and opportunities to UK SMEs 
seeking to export into new markets - and thereby support the government's twin ambitions to 

radically increase both the value of UK exports and the number of SMEs who are exporting. 
 

As a key part of the programme nine Regional Coordinators are being recruited by Accredited 
Chambers of Commerce in England, to act as the link between the UK Chambers and Business 
Organisations in the UK, with the Overseas Chambers and other Business Bodies.  These 

Coordinators are being employed by a lead Chamber within a region, acting on behalf of all 
Chambers within the region.   

 
I am pleased to inform you that the East Midlands Regional Coordinator is being hosted by 
Northamptonshire Chamber of Commerce.  Moreover, the East Midlands Regional Coordinator 

(Louis Balestrini) is the first to be recruited and in post helping to develop the programme from 
the outset. 

 
Louis will also have to work closely with the UKTI team within the region and will have to 

engage with other stakeholders including, but not limited to, other Business Groupings, the 
Local Enterprise Partnerships, and local authorities. 
 

 
 

 “I am keen to see the efforts of local and UK wide companies come to fruition in their desire to 
export, not only perhaps for the first time, but on penetrating new markets too. I hope my 
experience in the commercial world of transport and distribution will contribute to the success of 

the programme.” 
Louis Balestrini – OBN Regional Coordinator, East Midlands 

 
 
 

 
Please contact the Chamber should you wish to discuss the programme in more detail. 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE – 

PRIME MINISTER‟S TRADE 

MISSION TO CHINA 
 

Last month the BCC‟s President, Nora Senior, joined the Prime 

Minister‟s trade mission to China: 

“I was honoured to have been invited to accompany the Prime 

Minister‟s trade mission to China last month.  Three intensive days of meetings, networking, and 

building knowledge while travelling to Beijing, Shanghai and Chengdu meant I was able to 

experience firsthand the sheer scale of the fast and furious development and the urbanisation 

that is going on in the country. This certainly opened my eyes to the real potential of this 

territory. 

“China has experienced astounding growth over the past three decades – averaging almost 10% 

per annum.  Much of this growth has been built on low cost manufacturing and export as well as 

massive government investment in infrastructure projects. Although economic growth is „slowing 

down‟ currently, China still creates the equivalent of a country the size of Greece every three 

months. 

 “Rather than focus on reducing GDP, commentators should look at what China is consuming 

rather than producing. If China consumes more than it produces then this will benefit more 

companies in the UK.  

“There are a number of key sectors where there are obvious opportunities. State-owned 

enterprises will continue to play the lead role in the economy, but market pricing will be opened 

up to more competitive tendering, and could see an opening up of markets to private sector 

players in areas such as finance, energy, transportation, telecoms and public services.  

“Education, culture and medical sectors will be opened up to multinationals, while restrictions on 

childcare, care for the elderly, architectural design, accounting and auditing, commerce and 

logistics, electronic commerce and other services will be eased. Chinese consumption of 

information products and services is expected to grow at an annual rate of at least 20%, so 

technology companies will benefit from the opportunity for new product offerings in internet 

finance, internet media and e-commerce.  

“Plus, while the disposable income of the growing middle class increases there will be much 

many more opportunities for luxury and youth branded goods and services.  And of course 
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green tech and smart cities. Sustainable energy and low carbon schemes will be an integral part 

of development as China endeavours to stave off the effects of pollution and smog as the 

country develops its 21st century industrial strategy. 

“China‟s vast and varied markets are generating huge opportunities.  Last month, China made 

some strategic choices when it announced the outcomes of the „Third Plenum‟ meeting of the 

18th Congress of the Chinese Communist Party. Commitment to trade was integral. 

“But in order for UK companies to succeed in China, they must carefully plan their business 

model and execute their plans carefully and effectively. 

“Working with the British Chambers of Commerce and Chamber of Commerce Network as their 

first port of call, SME businesses can benefit from assistance with entry into China as a new 

export market, including introductions to potential clients, agents, distributors and in-market UK 

networks, in addition to providing tailored training on the local business environment. 

“As part of the Overseas Business Networks programme – a strong partnership between the BCC 

and UKTI to establish a robust and practical business to business network in key markets and 

the world - initiative, the British Business Embassy and China British Business Council are the 

„go to‟ in country organisations to help UK businesses maximise opportunities and deliver on the 

ground connections and partners. 

“UK companies of all sizes should be bold and ambitious in building stronger links with China, 

the world‟s largest and fastest growing emerging economy. Reform will be slow, steady and 

incremental but as China rebalances its economy, there will be strong growth potential in service 

exports in the sectors where the UK has a distinct advantage. 

“If UK businesses want to be truly global, they cannot afford not to be part of this.” 

 

AUTUMN STATEMENT REACTION 
 

In many respects, Northamptonshire Chamber of Commerce‟s Member businesses will be 

encouraged by what they have heard from the Chancellor.   

 

The Chancellor did, in large part, heed business‟s call for a steady Autumn Statement, rather 

than a grab bag of electoral giveaways.  While Britain‟s economy is improving, and our local 

businesses report strong confidence, the UK is still some way from achieving the truly great 

economy we need. 

 

Business will be pleased that the Chancellor has finally acted on business rates bills after years 

of relentless increases that sucked the life out of businesses in all parts of the UK. The measures 

announced to curb business rate increases are positive, but not strong enough to boost 

companies‟ cash flow and investment. The Chancellor should have been bolder, freezing 

business rates entirely until this pernicious tax can be properly reformed. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Upgraded growth forecasts, lower borrowing forecasts, and 

increased business confidence were all indications that the UK 

economy is moving in the right direction.  However, restoring 

stability to the public finances remains crucial to businesses.  The 

Chancellor must continue to restrain current spending, and 

prioritise resources on investment in infrastructure and on 

creating the most competitive environment for wealth creation 

and enterprise. 

 

 On Business Rates: 

 

The measures announced to curb business rate increases are 

positive, but not strong enough to boost companies‟ cash flow and 

investment. The Accredited Chamber Network has long called for 

action to make rate relief schemes work better for business – 

particularly those relating to empty properties.  The announced 

changes will go a small way towards this. 

 

 On Apprenticeship Funding: 

 

That the government will develop a model which uses HMRC systems to route apprenticeship 

funding direct to employers (consultation on the technical details and alternative funding 

route for the smallest businesses in early 2014) - The Chamber believes that employers 

support the idea that they should have a greater say over how apprenticeship funding is 

used.  

 

At the same time, though, we are pleased that the government has listened to the 

Accredited Chamber Network‟s warning that funding apprenticeships through the tax system 

may not be suitable for all companies. We support the concept for those companies that 

want to take greater control over apprenticeship funding, but there need to be alternatives 

for those who cannot take this task on. 

 

Businesses already pay huge amounts to train their employees, both young and old. So we 

maintain our stance that the training costs of the youngest apprentices should be met by the 

government in full as they are at present, with employers responsible for their wage and 

mentoring costs. 

 

 On Abolishing Employer NICs for over 21’s: 

 

The Chancellor announced that from April 2015, employer NICs will be abolished for under-

21s earning less than £813 a week (equivalent to the NICs upper earnings limit, matched to 

the income tax higher rate, which will be £42,285 in 2015-16) 
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This measure will encourage many businesses to take on young people, as it will help reduce 

risk and cover the costs of the additional training that under-21s so often require in the 

workplace. Abolishing employer NICs on under-21s will open up new opportunities to those 

entering the labour market straight from school and college. 

 

However, we are slightly concerned that some companies might find it difficult to keep these 

young people on after their 21st birthdays, when employer National Insurance contributions 

would kick in. We would urge the government to consider some sort of taper, so that we 

avoid seeing people who are hired at 18 or 19 let go when they reach 21. A taper would also 

mean that over-21s are not disadvantaged in the job market. 

 

 On Export Support and Business Finance: 

 

The doubling of the amount of business that UK Export Finance can support is a welcome 

boost to British exporters. The Accredited Chamber Network would like to see its regionally-

based export finance advisers working hand-in-glove with Chambers of Commerce, as the 

premier private sector providers of export support. 

 

If the government can take the hugely positive step to back British exports to the tune of 

£50bn, it should also back the British Business Bank at a similar scale – to ensure we have 

access to finance for today‟s growth companies, who will become tomorrow‟s export 

champions. 

 
 

BCC ECONOMIC FORECAST 

 

The BCC recently published its Economist Forecast for Q4 2013, which includes predictions for 

UK growth and unemployment for 2014. The headlines can be found below:  

 

 BCC upgrades its short-term GDP growth forecasts from 1.3% to 1.4% for 2013 and from 

2.2% to 2.7% for 2014, but slightly downgrades its 2015 forecast from 2.5% to 2.4% 

 

 This will take UK GDP above its Q1 2008 pre-recession peak in the second half of 2014 

 

 Household consumption (which accounts for two-thirds of UK GDP) is expected to be the 

main driver of growth in 2013 and 2014, boosted by the strong housing market 

 

 But GDP will slow marginally in 2015 as household consumption moderates due to high 

personal debt levels 

 

 The MPC‟s 7% unemployment rate threshold will be reached in Q3 2015, one quarter 

earlier than previously forecast 

 

 Public sector borrowing is forecast at £106.0bn in 2013-14, £5.2bn lower than the OBR 

predicted earlier this month 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

John Longworth, BCC Director General, paid tribute to UK businesses for remaining „determined 

to compete and grow in the face of difficult circumstances‟, but urges the government to do 

everything in its power to maintain the economic recovery. The BCC believes that an 

environment that fosters enterprise and wealth creation is essential so that UK firms can 

continue to trade the world, invest at home, and create jobs. 

 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE BUSINESS 

BAROMETER 
 

The Business EU Barometer from the British Chambers of Commerce gauges business sentiment 

on the UK‟s relationship with the EU. This quarter, respondents were again asked to give their 

view on the impact of different scenarios for Britain‟s future relationship with the EU. 

 

 The results of the Q4 survey on the UK relationship with the EU shows little change in 

attitudes by Northamptonshire businesses from the Q3 survey. 

 

 60 per cent of respondents believe that if the UK is to remain in the EU, but with certain 

powers returned to Westminster, this would have a positive impact on the economy. This 

implies that businesses in the area are supportive of the Prime Minister‟s pledge to hold a 

referendum in the next Parliament.  

 

 62 per cent believe that withdrawal would be negative for their business the wider 

economy. Only 17 per cent think withdrawal would be beneficial.  

 

 


